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ON THE ROAD

CUV CaraBus / CaraTour / [OUTLAW]

YOUR HOLIDAY!
DISCOVER NEW SIDES.

With WEINSBERG every moment of your holiday becomes an experience. From driving off to returning home,
it is your companion for all adventures - perfectly tailored to your individual requirements and needs.
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The CUV with classic fresh design

The CUV with modern casual design

Compact from the outside, the CaraBus is huge
in terms of equipment, aesthetics and comfort.
As WEINSBERG CUV, it masters narrow roads
effortlessly and impresses with its elegant
interior. Multifunctional equipment features
and innovative details ensure an all-round
pleasant holiday experience.
Class on all roads.

Casual as it is, the CaraTour likes to take it
sporty. With its automotive driving dynamics,
the WEINSBERG CUV masters every long journey with absolute coolness and is ready for any
adventure. Its robust and unique interior design
offers lots of space and convinces with many
well thought-out details.
Coolness to drive off.

www.weinsberg.com/carabus

www.weinsberg.com/caratour

Facts

Facts

CaraBus

Layouts:
Sleeping places:
Length:
Max. payload
possibility:

8
up to 7
5,41 m – 6,36 m
520 – 700 kg

CaraTour

Layouts:
Sleeping places:
Length:
Max. payload
possibility:

All specifications partly include optional extras which are available at extra cost.
Please note that the number of beds indicated may include beds for both adults and children. The beds do not have the same
dimensions. We therefore recommend that you consult your WEINSBERG dealer about the dimensions of the beds provided
in the vehicle so that you can decide whether they are suitable for the occupancy (adults/children) you intend to have.
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8
up to 7
5,41 m – 6,36 m
520 – 700 kg

EDITORIAL
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CaraBus / CaraTour

Experience
holiday with a
WEINSBERG CUV.
You are at home outside and on the
way you are discovering new sides of
yourself and your WEINSBERG. No
matter if you are travelling with a

The CUV with gas-tight rear garage
The 630 MEG [OUTLAW] is the world‘s first
series CUV that gives you and your hobby more
fun directly ex works. At night, only the gas-tight
rear garage separates you from your bike and
during the day, it takes you quickly to your next
adventure.
Series adventure companion.
www.weinsberg.com/outlaw

Facts

Layouts:
Sleeping places:
Length:
Max. payload
possibility:

CaraBus, CaraTour or [OUTLAW]: we
share your passion and accompany
you with well thought-out details.
And you‘ll feel that on every day of
your holiday.
Become part of

#teamWEINSBERG

1
up to 3
6,36 m

Together we will make
travel stories!

520 kg

CaraView
Get to know your
personal dream
vehicle even better.

Configurator

Layout
finder

Insiderknowledge

With the vehicle configurator
you can put together your
individual WEINSBERG.

Guides you with specific
questions to the
right vehicle.

Additional detailed information
about the different areas in
your desired vehicle.

configurator.weinsberg.com

grundrissfinder.
weinsberg.com

weinsberg.com
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What makes our
CUV so special?
The sum of many
details.

WEINSBERG DNA. Sounds powerful. It is. Anyone who builds
box vans is not up to date. That is why WEINSBERG builds CUV.
With full competence. CUV competence is in the smallest screw
just as much as in the large storage space. It can be found in the
full-body furniture and in the multilayer floor plate. CUV competence is not always visible. But noticeable on every journey.

Optional Active Line
fabrics are easy to care
for, robust, breathable,
GHLIGHT
I
H All
skin-friendly, antiSubstances
bacterial and
Oeko-Tex
ÖKO-Tex certified!
100
certified

Stefan Kreuz, Product Manager
50 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
practically located storage compartments and
LED lights with touch function.

Comfort & Health

Dinette bench. The new seat
cushions come with a comfort
function and an increased seat depth.

The breathable fabric covering on the side walls can
absorb and release moisture which significantly minimises the formation of condensation water, e.g. in winter
or when cooking with closed windows in comparation to
other model series. However, this is not only super practical but also looks really good.
Optional
EvoPoreHRC
mattress. Provides
you with healthy sleep
in the largest bed surface
within the CUV range.
Heating concept.
For a better heat distribution in
the vehicle, the heating is centrally located under the dinette.
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CUV-DNA

Save space to make room.
The folding function of the slatted frame
helps to expand the loading area when
larger items have to be transported.

Rail system.
Our ceiling cupboards
have a continuous rail
system for an increased
torsional regidity.

Full metal handles
with a tilt lock.
Clear contours and
absolutely durable.

Neues Bild
Vollkorpusbauweise

Sturdy and resistant.
CPL surfaces ensure that table
top and work surface withstand
just about anything.

Michael Flöring, carpenter
38 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
the full body construction.

Round profiles. Specially developed to reduce the
risk of injury at the edges and to create more space.

Cabinetry & Quality
Flat loading
floor with
lashing eyes.
The rear area offers
4 lashing eyes fixed
to the vehicle floor.

With the CUVs, an efficient construction is the absolute be-all and end-all.
With details such as an even loading floor, standard lashing eyes and a folding
function for the slatted frame for better use in everyday life, the CUV is designed for everyday use. The result: a compact vehicle with plenty of space.
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Michael Gründinger, Product developer
35 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG details:
the cleverly located USB
charging socket

Water Filter System „BWT - BESTCAMP“. Removes
microorganisms from the water very effectively. >> Page 60

Automotive
engineering & Supply

Charging booster. Faster and
more efficient charging of the body
battery with the engine running.

We strive for an optimal travel experience for our
customers. That‘s why we are extremely careful
in selecting our partners and only use what really
convinces us. The Truma-iNet system is an example
for that. The top quality speaks for itself and with
the practical app, the heating and gas supply
(optional) can be easily controlled.

LED lighting. Power-saving LED
lighting throughout the vehicle,
some with touch function.

Gas supply

Heating
systems

Up to 24“ LED television
(optional TV package).
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CUV-DNA

Centrally located LED control unit.
Water level and electronic supply
always in view.

Truma-iNet-system.
Simply regulate the heating via app
from anywhere or optionally control
the gas supply. >> Page 60

Perfect GRP high roof.
Long service life, easy to maintain and
optimal insulation values due to a
special double-shell GRP construction.
>> Page 56

Perfect vehicle
construction & Longevity.
To be able to pay attention to every detail when connecting the various elements, a lot of knowledge, skill and
craftsmanship is needed. That is CUV competence!

Matthias Weishäupl, production employee
24 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2017
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
unique sandwich floor construction.

Hot-air-circulated fresh water tank.
The 105 l water tank is integrated into the side
wall above the wheel arch to save space and thus
creates additional room in the load compartment.

Sandwich construction. The multi-layer structure and integral
insulation and a total of 367% more contact surface on the body floor
provide more stability and 69% more insulation on the body floor.
Clear-glass roof hood.
For more light inside.
Optimum insulation. All parts of our
CUV are insulated with innovative materials,
ensured by closed-cell polyethylene foam
on the ceiling and side walls.
For leisure vehicles made by WEINSBERG, we grant you a 10-year
leak-proofness guarantee on the body manufactured by us in addition to your compulsory guarantee within the framework of our
guarantee conditions.
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WEINSBERG CUV
ARE ABLE TO CUT

THE

ANY STREET.

		

THE DESTINATION

MATTER.
DRIVING IS THE MAIN THING!

DOESN‘T

EVERYDAY LIVE,

WHAT‘S THAT?

				WE ALL BELONG TO

		 THE #TEAMWEINSBERG

YOU TOO?

DREAM HOLIDAY
FROM EVERY POINT

OF VIEW.

THE WAY IS THE GOAL? NOPE!
THE GOALS DETERMINE THE WAY!
It's our first time being on the road with a motorhome, so
we are quite excited and full of anticipation. Our eightday road trip takes us from Freyung via Cologne to Sylt.
The CaraBus is perfect for this as you can actually drive as
fast as with a car which is an absolute advantage with a
distance of 1,300 km - and a co-driver who wants to reach
the destination as quickly as possible.

CaraBus

The CUV with classic fresh design
Compact from the outside, the CaraBus is huge in terms of equipment, aesthetics and
comfort. As WEINSBERG CUV, it masters narrow roads effortlessly and impresses with
its elegant interior. Multifunctional equipment features and innovative details ensure
an all-round pleasant holiday experience. Class on all roads.

COWS INSTEAD
OF HUMANS

AMONG

CITY, COUNTRY, SEA...
WITH OUR BUS AND ON OUR BIKES

Packed up, we head for the North Sea. Thankfully, we have a
bike carrier that safely carries our bikes. It would have been
a real pity to visit the North Sea without a bike!
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CaraBus

541 cm
599 cm

205 cm

636 cm

With three different body
lengths, everyone will
find the right model.
New: Also available
with pop-up roof.

No matter whether it's winding inner-city alleys or extensive beach
promenades: Your CaraBus takes you everywhere where your holiday
heart wants to go. It offers more space than one would expect from its
slim design and inspires with its elegant appearance.

The 3 most important details:
• Variable rear with large loading area
• High-roof layout with lifting bed
• Excellent interior climate and high
living comfort

up to 7 sleeping places

4 seats

8 layouts

under 3500 kg
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Discover

Straight and
sophisticated design.
Inside as well as outside.

Easily visible with the LED
daytime running light (available
in the optional styling package).

The optional styling packages 1 and 2 offer everything the
design-loving heart desires, from aluminium rims to
outstanding paint and interior concepts – here at 630 ME.

Sun, beach and the sound of the sea… Today's plan is the ferry crossing to Sylt. While
other passengers are waiting in their cars, we are comfortably lying in our transverse bed,
checking our e-mails and having a short powernap. Honestly, our CaraBus is a real visual hit.
It is really chic and even has aluminium rims - that verges on styling luxury!
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CaraBus

WITH STYLE, CHARM
AND WATERING CAN.

The highlight of the MQH:
the Easy-Slide bed provides two
additonal sleeping places.
The layout 600 MQH offers even more
headroom and a great feeling of space.

600 DQ – Cuts a fine figure even with high-roof and offers
4 full-size sleeping places thanks to the lifting bed.

CaraView

Insider-Knowledge

Find out
Mehr
Informationen
more about zu
ourunseren
Dachvarianten
roof
variants onfindest Du ab
Seite 54
Page
54 or
oder
online
online
at:unter:
weinsberg.com/dachvarianten
weinsberg.com/cuv-variants
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Strengths / Character

ON THE
ROAD AGAIN...

The CaraBus always cuts a fine figure,
no matter in which surrounding.

And on we go with our journey. But before that we have to stow our stuff as well - and that's
a lot! We have even brought camping tables and chairs. What we particularly like about the
CaraBus is the bright and friendly furniture decor and the nice details.

CLASSICALLY FRESH
APPEARANCE.
The difference is in
the details.
1

2

1. The furniture decor Effect Elm runs
skilfully through the interior.
2. The contrast decor in white with
silver edges sets fresh accents.
3. The classic fresh interior becomes
the recognition feature.
3
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CaraBus

4

4. The elegant exterior foil graphics
are copper anthracite coloured.

The classic-fresh ambience of the CaraBus invites you to feel good. If necessary,
the element inside the cupboard can be removed and makes room for the up to
24'' LED TV (from the optional TV package) - here at 600 K.
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Dinette

Cooking

Compact design and beautiful lines in the style package
and a cutlery tray in series - the cooking area in the CaraBus leaves nothing to be desired – here im 630 ME.

CLOUDY WITH A CANCE
OF MEATBALLS.
Our homemade pasta is a hit. Compared to the hob at home,
the water boils within a few minutes thanks to automatic
ignition and gas cooker in the CaraBus. The seating group
with the foldable table is really super practical and spacious.
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CaraBus

The drawers with
practical partitions
offer lots of space
– here at 540 MQ.

Space-saving built, spacious
to fill. This kitchen block is
wonderful!

Foldable and expandable.
The Easy-Entry table for a
larger dining area without
any disturbing columns.

LED spots - some with touch function create a pleasant ambience.

Harmonious furniture design with
rounded edges and soft lines.

Heating outlets under the illuminated platform.
Warm feet even in winter thanks to the temperaturecontrolled seat platform – here at 630 ME.
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Sleeping

CHILL OUT AREA
Relaxing can be that chic.
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CaraBus

Beautiful surfaces, wood and breathable fabrics on the side walls for unsurpassed comfort. That's called the cocoon effect! – here at 630 ME.

SLEEPING AMONGST
REEDS.
As we usually stay up late our nights in the
CaraBus are rather short but very pleasant.
The transversal bed of the CaraBus 600 MQ is
a perfect fit for us two. Christoph is not quite
small but has enough space despite his 1.85 m.
Our CaraBus is definitely a perfect retreat amid
of a wonderful natural landscape!

Elegant interaction of wood, fabric and light
surfaces for special living comfort.

Relax and unwind in the cosy spacious rear bed – here at 540 MQ.

Standard: Pleasant living ambience through
high-quality LED lighting with touch function.
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Bathroom

QUICKLY FRESHEN
UP IN BETWEEN.
Fortunately the bathroom in the
CaraBus is well illuminated and
the storage compartments have
my beauty essentials handy.

CaraView
InsiderKnowledge
Find out more about our
bathroom variants online at
weinsberg.com/
carabus-interieur
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CaraBus

The bathroom combines straightforward style with sophisticated functions such as wall storage compartments or additional storage space under the washbasin – here at 630 ME.

High comfort: Thanks to the rotating shelf
with storage compartment underneath.

4
2

1

3
1

2

3

4

1. Compartments integrated into the wall
are an eye-catcher and offer practical
storage space.
2. The LED rail as an optical and functional highlight is optionally available in the
voltage package.
3. The low shower tray entrance brings
high comfort and more safety into the wet
area.
4. Smart function: a magnetic shower curtain for increased mobility in the bathroom.
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YOU NEED BIG PLANS FOR MAKING
GREAT EXPERIENCES.
Once again we have big plans. Four countries in eight days,
numerous kilometres and lots of stops worth seeing are on our
itinerary. To do this, we require a suitable vehicle. However, I
would rather describe the CaraTour as a suitable companion.
It is sporty, it is fast and takes on any road, no matter how
winding or narrow. You can pack everything you need on an
extensive trip. In short: this CUV is tailor-made for our plans.

CaraTour

The CUV with modern casual design.
The CUV with modern casual design Casual as it is, the CaraTour likes to take
it sporty. With its automotive driving dynamics, the WEINSBERG CUV masters
every long journey with absolute coolness and is ready for any adventure. Its
robust and unique interior design offers lots of space and convinces with many
well thought-out details. Coolness to drive off.

ENDLESS CURVES,
ENDLESS IMPRESSIONS.

Not only Denise and I are excited about the adventure, also our beloved
Ivy is looking forward to a change from her usual walkies. The first
hours pass by in a flash and the driving experience of the CaraTour
certainly contributes to this. Whether motorway, mountain road or
serpentines, it masters them all with flying colours.
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CaraTour

Automotive driving
dynamics almost like
in a passenger car.

New: Also
available with
pop-up roof.

You want to get out of here? It‘s always ready. With sporty laxness, of course. The
CaraTour is a real adventurer and open for all holiday plans. Apropos of nothing, it
offers an incredible amount of room and storage space despite its compactness.
On the largest bed surface in its class, chilling is a real pleasure.

up to 7 sleeping places

4 seats

8 layouts

The 3 most important details:
• Largest bed surface in its class
• Automative driving dynamics
• Cool sporty design language

under 3500 kg
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Discover
The engine of the CaraTour is amazing! Strong, efficient and
powerful, it shows its potential in every driving situation.
We have never experienced anything like that before so this
contributes to the good mood. The storage space is no less
brilliant, the unloading is extremely pleasant. Oh man, I
can‘t stop waxing lyrical about it...

The optional Panorama SkyRoof window brings even more
light and a great feeling of space into the interior.

A HAPPY DRIVER ALWAYS
GOES DOWN WELL.
2,3 l
Multijet
120 HP

2,3 l
Multijet
140 HP

An absolute eye-catcher from the outside - also thanks to the optional Panorama SkyRoof - here on the 540 MQ.
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CaraTour

2,3 l
Multijet
160 HP

2,3 l
Multijet
177 HP

Plenty of space in the rear:
935 litre loading capacity.

103 cm

70 cm

The bed can be quickly transformed into a large storage space.
So even the transport of larger items is no problem – here at 600 MQ.

Becoming one with nature by opening the tailgate - nothing stands between you and your adventures – here at 600 MQ.
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Strengths / Character
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CaraTour

The new interior design in cool grey is a really cool eyecatcher. In stylish interplay, the surfaces with
robust CPL coating create an absolutely ingenious and sporty look.

Cruising around just as you like it. Casual driving fun guaranteed.

BRAVING THE WEATHER
OR DRIVING AWAY.
The weather soon puts a spoke in our wheel and we decide to change our itinerary
spontaneously. No big beal, with the CaraTour we get everywhere without any
problems. Additionally, even on rainy foggy days we feel more than comfortable in
the bright interior with the pleasant lighting. This also applies to Ivy who prefers to
keep her paws dry.

MODERN STYLE
Every detail is
expressive.

1

2

3

4

1. + 2. The furniture decor Metalic Grey
and the contrast decor Anthracite Grey
provide a modern look.
3.The modern, casual interior shows
character.
4. Sporty exterior foil graphics in
silver anthracite.
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Dinette

Cooking

The upholstery of the dinette bench is slim and comfortable - here at the 600MQ.

From 2 to 4 seat adjustments
just as you need it.
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CaraTour

FIRST BREAKFAST, THEN
A LITTLE ADVENTURE.

Cosiness is important for us, especially when eating. The
comfortable dinette, the high-quality kitchen and the
spatial feeling contribute significantly to the feel-good
factor. We can start the day strengthened.

The kitchen with foldable worktop extension offers
plenty of space for cooking – here at 600 MQ.

Move it! There
is enough space
between the kitchen
unit and the dinette.

56 cm

Practical: The energy-efficient 95-litre refrigerator and divided
glass cover in the kitchen for a pleasant cooking experience.

Spacious ceiling cupboard
with softclose function.

Drawers with a standard
cutlery tray and practical
dividers.
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Sleeping

BEST PERSPECTIVES
One with nature with the tailgate open.
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CaraTour

Lie in bed and enjoy the view on the largest bed surface in its class – here at 600 MQ.

AMAZES BOTH
HUMAN AND DOG.

As you make your bed, you must lie on it. In our cosy „bedroom“ we like to
stay in bed a little longer. There is more than enough space on the giant
mattress to stretch out properly. Even with Ivy, who like every little dog has
the special ability to make herself as wide and long as possible in our bed.

Everything is always ready to
hand in the storage compartment above the bed.

Everything in place: LED lighting
with touch function

Cozy hours due to the generous bed surface and fabric cladding on the side
walls – here at 600 MQ.

140

52

–1
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cm

194 cm

– 14

0c

m

180

–
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cm

85 cm

200

85 cm

CaraView
cm

InsiderKnowledge
Find out more about
our bed variants on
page 52 or online at:
weinsberg.com/
cuv-variants

Broaden yourself in the transverse double
bed or in the longitudinal single beds.
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Bathroom

NATURAL BEAUTY
WITH BRAINS.
While I treat myself to an
extensive shower, Denise uses
the darkened bathroom window
from the outside as a mirror for
braiding her hair. My sweetheart
is not only beautiful, but also
quite clever.

Beautifully shaped. The window roller blind disappears behind the
trim when it‘s not needed – here at 600 MQ.

The clever room concept
is pure refreshment. There is a rotating cassette
toilet with electric pump
and a stylish shower tray
with slip protection in
sand dune haptics.
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CaraTour

There‘s unlimited storage
space hidden
behind the
straight storage compartments.

2

4

3
1

1

2

1. A clever detail: easily accessible
foldable compartment for toilet paper.
2. Compartments integrated into the
wall create a modern design.
3. Easy to clean and with rouded edges:
the room-wide washbasin.
4. Splashy. The tap can also be used as
an outside shower via the optionally
available window.

3

4
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MORE ROOM
FOR YOUR
OWN RULES.

CaraBus / CaraTour with gas-tight rear garage

630 MEG

It combines a huge, gas-tight loading area with a fullfeatured living area. That makes it the perfect
companion for those who love adventures.

Robert Scharl
The passionate Hard Enduro rider
especially loves the unique combination of loading area and home on
wheels. Besides his bike, the [OUTLAW] is therefore always with him on
his tours.

@robertscharl
#teamWEINSBERG

SE RI ES AD VE NT UR E
CO M PA NI ON
‘s fir st se rie s CU V
Th e [O UT LAW] is the wo rld
for the tra ns po rt of
tha t is pe rfe ctly eq uip pe d
nig ht, eve ryt hin g
yo ur eq uip me nt ex wo rks . At
ga s-t igh t rea r
is sa fely stowe d away in the
it tak es yo u sa fely
ga rag e an d du rin g the da y,
ve ntu re!
an d qu ick ly to yo ur next ad

@manuellettenbichler
#teamWEINSBERG

Manuel Lettenbichler
The 2019 World Enduro Super Series
world champion is constantly impressed by the easy handling of the [OUTLAW]. Especially after an intensive
ride, he appreciates the advantages
and flexibility of it.

You fancy space to stow your
bike safely. And also comfortable living space for you and your
companions. The [OUTLAW] is
just waiting to offer you both.

THE
IS ALWAYS
GAME. WHATEVER YOU
WANT.

The optional motorcycle holder and the checker
plate on the garage floor offer perfect support.

In the back there is enough space for your mobile workshop, in the front comfortable living space. It accompanies you during the week to work
and on the weekend to your next adventure.

Not a breeze is stirring. Garage and living
area are separated absolutely safely.

Start the next adventure well rested:
The 630 MEG [OUTLAW] is waiting with comfortable
longitudinal beds.

CaraView

Up to four bicycles can be safely
stored in the [OUTLAW] - so
you always have the right bike
quickly at hand. Whether making
headway or exploring the terrain, it‘s time to get going.

Insider-Knowledge

You can find the full
extensive equipment at:
weinsberg.com/outlaw

At night, only the gas-tight rear
garage separates you from your bike
and during the day, it will take you
safely and quickly to the next race.

The loading ramp is
installed in the rear garage
in a space-saving manner.

Strengths / Rear garage

With the huge amount of space available, you can pack
much more than just a bike – here at CaraBus 630 MEG.

VERY COOL,
YOU LIMELIGHT HOG!
More than just practical. Via the ramp, the
bike can be pushed into the vehicle easily and
comfortably. This saves energy for the really
important thing - the next off-road ride.

In the practical storage compartments in the rear garage you can
stow away everything you need the next day: Shoes, gloves, helmet
and much more.
With practical lashing
eyes and brackets, your
bikes can be parked in
the rear garage completely safe from accidents.
187 cm
148 cm
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CUV

Infinite space. Adventurous luggage like two bikes and lots
of equipment are easy for the [OUTLAW]. It‘s not surprising,
since it was created for exactly this purpose.

The huge amount of storage space
wants to be filled properly – here at CaraBus 630 MEG.

standard
rear bed

optional
extra bed

In the rear garage
is an optional
additional bed possible.

Being self-sufficient for longer:
With the easily accessible body battery.

For absolute safety, there are lashing
eyes on the side wall as well.

Best load securing thanks to standard
Airline rails incl. lashing eyes.

The on-board electrical system is installed
above the wheel arch to save space.
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Living

Sleeping

Cosiness does not come up short
in the comfortable dinette.

THE FAVOURITE BIKE
RIGHT NEXT DOOR.
There is only one door between the cosy
living room and the ingenious rear garage.
And it‘s absolutely tight. Gas-tight.
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CUV

Practical passageway: Get from the living area to the rear garage via a
gas-tight door.

PAUSE FOR A MOMENT.
THEN MOVE INTO GEAR.

Cooking

Sleeping

Bathroom

A restful sleep, good food and refreshing showers.
Essential requirements if you want to go full
throttle during the day. The [OUTLAW] agrees,
so it has everything on board.

Always stay fresh.
No problem with the
bathroom on board.

Also available as CaraTour
in cool grey.
Those who exhaust themselves during the day
deserve special sleeping comfort at night.

You can find all the information
online at:
weinsberg.com/outlaw

The kitchen including a 75-litre refrigerator and two-burner cooker
with electric ignition offers everything you need for a hearty meal.

Turn the cab seat and one
person more can take a seat
at the optional swivel table.
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Highlights

O U R C U V CO N V I N C E
with well thought-out details.

3

1. Cocoon effect.
Fabric covering on the side walls.
2. The largest bed surface in its class.
The width of 152cm offers enough space to feel
good (540 MQ / 600 MQ / MQH / DQ).
1

2

3. Optional Panorama SkyRoof
window. For more light and a great
feeling of space inside.
4. Comfort function. Stainless steel
hinges provide a high degree of comfort
for all ceiling cupboards.
5. High-quality combi roller blinds.
Provide privacy and insect protection.
6. Tempered platform. Provides
ambient lighting and warm feet.

4

5

6

7

7. Adjustable seat position. Whether travel or sitting position,
comfort is not a problem.
8. 105 l fresh water tank. Slim construction directly above the
wheelhouse leaving additional storage space.
9. TV package 21,5" oder 24". With a complete antenna system
by Oyster for exciting TV evenings.
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CUV

9

8

10. Large rear volume. The rear
has a loading volume of 935 litres. This
leaves enough room for all your luggage
(600 MQ / DQ).
11. Comfort-Entry table. Free
access without a disturbing column.
11

12. Integrative head-up display.
All information in the field of vision so
that your eyes remain on the road.e.

10

13

13. Wide electrically extendable step.
For more comfort when getting in and out.

14

14. ComfortSpa bathroom. The magnetic
shower curtain is really practical.
12

15. With the CP-Plus and LED operating
panel the floor electrics and the heating
system can be centrally controlled. In addition, you can always keep an eye on the water
levels here.
16. Charging booster. Faster and more
efficient charging of the body battery when
the engine is running.
17. Rain gutter with LED lighting.
Above the sliding door.

15

16

CaraView

Configurator

Configure your CUV now at:
configurator.weinsberg.com

17

The package contents mentioned are exemplary for this series.
Individual article features within a package may vary depending on the layout.
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A lot of variety
and choice. Design
your CUV the way
it suits you.

Variety / Colours

L AYO U T S

Tailored to your needs.

540 MQ

600 MQH

600 MQ

600 ME

600 DQ

630 ME

600 K

630 MEG

CUV competence. Does not only stand
for technical sophistication, but
also a wide range of possibilities.
After all, your CUV should be as individual as your holiday plans. Here, a colourful kit of layouts, exterior colours, roof
and bed variants is waiting for you. From
these various possibilities you can put
together your own personal dream CUV
which suits you best.
Non-binding representation: The illustrations of the layout examples are non-binding schematic
representations. The actual vehicle and equipment features may differ. Certain vehicle and equipment characteristics are not guaranteed by the illustrations and cannot therefore be expected to be
based on them. Therefore, please be sure to obtain information from your dealer about the specific
characteristics of the vehicle and equipment you have selected before making a purchase.
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Variety / Paints / Fabrics

IMPERIAL BLUE (UNI)

LINE BLUE (UNI)

CUV
CO LO RWO R L D
on extra style.

CAMPOVOLO GREY (UNI)

TIZIANO RED (UNI)

ALU-GREY (METALLIC)

GOLDEN WHITE (METALLIC)

LAGO BLAU (METALLIC)

PROFONDO RED (METALLIC)

FER GREY (METALLIC)

BLACK (METALLIC)

*Colour deviations possible

WHITE (UNI)

depending on your taste.

ACTIVE ROCK*

TURIN

ALU*

SZECHUAN*

FIFTY SHADES (synthetic leather)*

*Available at extra kost

FA B R I C S
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Variety / Fixed beds

Transverse double bed
Efficient all-rounder. The comfortable
transverse double bed uses the entire
width of the vehicle for itself. So you
can enjoy a particularly long bed surface as well as a great feeling of space.
CaraBus / CaraTour 540 MQ
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 MQ / DQ / MQH

Transverse double bunk bed
Sleeping comfort as a pair. In the rear
there is ample space for the whole
family. The upper transverse bed
is easily reached via the stowable
ladder. So everyone gets his own, fixed
sleeping place and the parents their
deserved rest.
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 K

Longitudinal single beds
Stretch yourself. A length of up to 200
cm offers more than enough room to
stretch out really nicely. If you want, you
can optionally convert the two single
beds into one large combined surface.
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 ME
CaraBus / CaraTour 630 ME

Longitudinal double bed
A huge and high sleeping area.
Below there is the equipment in
the gas-tight rear garage, on top
endless space to rest wonderfully
after an intense day.
CaraBus / CaraTour 630 MEG
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Variety / Adjustable beds

Loft bed
Almost invisible. The loft bed in the
front can be lowered in a jiffy. In a raised
position, the cuddly sleeping area is barely
noticeable and perfectly secured with
click fasteners and safety belts.
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 DQ

Easy-Slide bed
With ease to dreamlike sleep. Saves space and is particularly easy to move For
dreaming you can simply let the highroof bed slide down. The high-quality
appearance creates a unique ambience.
The ladder is easy to hook on and can be
safely stowed away in the ladder shaft
when not in use.
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 MQH

Loft bed in pop-up roof
Practically outdoors. With the pop-up
roof you enjoy an authentic open-air
atmosphere. The starry sky can be viewed very well on the fixed bed surface
and you do not have to miss the usual
comfort.
CaraBus / CaraTour 540 MQ
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 MQ / K / ME
CaraBus / CaraTour 630 ME

Also very practical:
The dinettes in the vehicle can be quickly converted into an additional
sleeping area.

Find out more online at weinsberg.com/cuv-variants
For some models, additional equipment must be selected in order to achieve the maximum possible beds. Your WEINSBERG dealer will be happy to advise you.
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Variety / Roofs

H2 ROOF
INCONSPICUOUSLY
GREAT.

190 cm
258 cm

CaraBus / CaraTour 540 MQ
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 MQ / K / ME
CaraBus / CaraTour 630 ME

Great space in compact packaging. Under the H2 roof there's room for
everything you need on your adventures. Due to the compact design you can
drive through city centres without attracting attention. If that ain't great!
Find out more online at weinsberg.com/cuv-variants

HIGHLIGHTS
WEINSBERG CUV
with H2 roof.

NEW

The awning is mounted on the roof and
is available for all vehicle lengths.

The optional SkyRoof roof is available exclusively for CUV with an H2 roof and
comes with a pop-up function, insect screen and blackout pleats.

The bed possibilities in the H2 roof

Transverse double bed (540/600 MQ).
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Transverse double bunk bed (600 K).

Single longitudinal bed (600/630 ME).

Variety / Roofs

H3 ROOF
FLYING HIGH
WITHOUT
RESTRICTIONS.

Full-featured living comfort in upright format. The vehicle which is similar to
a motorhome in terms of headroom collects plus points in the height - nevertheless you can drive through normal underpasses. The flexibility and room height of
the H3 roof are strongly reminiscent of the comfort of a motorhome. The driving
dynamics are still unrestricted with this roof - normal underpasses are no problem
for this speedy vehicle.

218 cm

282 cm

CaraBus / CaraTour 600 DQ
CaraBus / CaraTour 630 MEG

Find out more online at weinsberg.com/cuv-variants

HIGHLIGHTS
WEINSBERG CUV
with H3 roof.

Rear doors with 218 cm height are
also ideal for large payloads.

The awning is mounted on the side of the
roof and is available for all vehicle lengths

Impressive room heigh – here in the
CaraBus 630 MEG.

The bed possibilities in the H3 roof

Transverse double bed (600 DQ).

Loft bed (600 DQ).

Longitudinal double loft bed (630 MEG).
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Variety / Roofs

MQH ROOF
GOES ONE
BETTER.

238 cm
308 cm

CaraBus / CaraTour 600 MQH

The high roof with sporty style. With the dynamically designed high
roof, the MQH models attract all glances. An incomparable feeling of
space, high quality, ingenious functionality and cool style combined - only
WEINSBERG CUV with the MQH high roof can do that. Independence
cannot be more individual.
Find out more online at weinsberg.com/cuv-mqh

HIGHLIGHTS
WEINSBERG CUV
with MQH roof.

Ingenious water drainage. Ensures
optimally drained rainwater and melt
water.

Panorama window and hinged window in the bow. Offers a sensational lighting mood and
optimum fresh air circulation in the vehicle.

Style or space?
Simply both.
The MQH roof.

Rear window and hinged window.
For a light-flooded atmosphere.
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Interior height and insulation. A gigantic interior height of up to 2,38 m is achieved under
the best insulated MQH roof.

Variety / Roofs

MQH ROOF
THE UNIQUE
LIVING CONCEPT.
High roof with
extendable
roller bearing
Easy-slide bed.

Travel position

Sleeping position

Easy to change. Bed or living room in no time at all.

53 cm

172 cm

Roller bearing mounted rails.
For quiet and durable operation.
Unique room height. More storage space
through higher ceiling cabinets.

Surprisingly comfortable.
Television from the loft bed.

Great feeling of space.
Cosy atmosphere.

Additional shelves with railing. For more
Storage space above the ceiling cabinets.
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Variety / Roofs

POP-UP ROOF
COMPLETELY
NEW AND YET
SETS QUALITY
STANDARDS.

CaraBus / CaraTour 540 MQ
CaraBus / CaraTour 600 MQ / K / ME
CaraBus / CaraTour 630 ME

HIGHLIGHTS
WEINSBERG CUV
with pop-up roof.

NEW

A pop-up roof like no other. With their completely newly developed pop-up roofs
the WEINSBERG CUV makes all others look old. After all, it is not for nothing that we
have developed numerous hours into absolute functionality, state-of-the-art material
developments such as LFI technology and safety.
You can find more information online at weinsberg.com/cuv-popup-roof

One of a kind. Compact.
Aerodynamic.

Newly developed awning bracket
with rain gutter function.

Integrated reading lights and
ambient lighting.
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Unique pop-up roof with LFI technology
and aerodynamic design.

Cabrio function with mosquito net
and blackout.

Roof air conditioner in the rear and 2 roof
windows in series (except 540 MQ).

Huge bed surface in the pop-up roof.

CUV-Competence

The completely closed substructure
provides under-ventilation of the mattress.

Variety / Roofs

POP-UP ROOF
THE TWO-STOREY
COMFORT ZONE.
UPPER FLOOR
Sleeping almost
like outdoors.

Multifunctional storage trays
within easy reach. Functions
see pictures 1. to 4.

Undisturbed view of the stars from the pop-up roof.

1. Standard warm air outlet for 2. Inductive charging tray for
pleasant temperatures in the wireless power supply.
pop-up roof.

3. USB charging socket.

4. Cup holder for safe and
convenient storage

LOWER FLOOR
Unrestricted
CUV comfort.

Thanks to an extra-large ascent, it
is easy to get to the
upper bed.
The folding ladder leads to the upper floor.
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Variety / Technology

INTELLIGENT
DEVICES,
MAXIMUM
COMFORT.

WATERFILTER-SYSTEM
„BWT – BESTCAMP“*
Handy water filters with ultrafiltration membrane which
leaves nothing to be desired in terms of hygiene. Removes microorganisms from the water very effectively. The
BWT bestcamp can be used to produce chemically-free,
hygienically perfect water. BWT bestcamp high-performance filter systems for caravans from WEINSBERG are
available worldwide at authorised partners. Because only
the regular replacement of the filter systems every 6
months guarantees the highest water quality and a safe
water supply.
An 8 mm "John Guest" plug connection ensures particularly simple, tool-free installation - with water supply even
without a replacement filter.

VELOCATE GPS-TRACKER:*
increased safety for your WEINSBERG.
Velocate's innovative GPS tracking system
provides intuitive app control and silent
alarm mode to help you find your motorhome and CUV in case of theft. The strong
self-sufficient mileage of up to 3 months
without power connection leaves nothing
to be desired.

TRUMA-iNET-SYSTEM:
heating and gas supply control via app*
The practical Truma iNet system
including Truma app allows you to
control and monitor the heating
and air conditioning in your mobile
home from anywhere. How much
gas is still on board? The digital gas
level meter lets you know on your
smartphone or tablet.

Gas supply

Heating
systems

In addition, the hardware is prepared to be expanded via optional sensors (e.g. door/window
contact). For more information, please visit www.velocate.com or www.weinsberg.com.

PIONEER
HEAD-UP-DISPLAY:*
The integrated head-up display provides
even more safety. All relevant data directly
in the field of vision so that the driver's
eyes always stay on the road. Navigation
instructions from the Navgate Evo are also
displayed.

*Components optionally available
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PIONEER NAVGATE EVO:*
Europe-wide navigation specially for motorhomes in 44 countries; 5,600 camping pitches from the Reisemobil Bordatlas; Secure smartphone operation with
voice control; 7" multi-touch display; Integrated DAB+ receiver; Including map
updates for 3 years.

Variety / Design

EVERYTHING
THAT MAKES YOUR
HOLIDAY EVEN
MORE BEAUTIFUL

THE WEINSBERG 17''
ALUMINIUM RIMS:*
With all-season tyres.
1

2

THE FRANKANA
WEINSBERG-COLLECTION
is available at your WEINSBERG dealer
or online at shop.weinsberg.com.
1. Drinking bottle 800 ml Classic Sport made of stainless steel..
Easy to clean. Capacity: 800 ml, dimensions: 7x 25 cm, weight: 256 g.
Item no. 651/023

1. Anthracite painted
(235/60R17)

NEW

2. Camping chair made of round aluminium tube, eightfoldly
adjustable, 76 cm high backrest. Load capacity up to: 100 kg, Frame:
aluminium Pack size: 107 x 69 x 5 cm Article no. 651/022
3. Camping table Accordeon by Dukdalf with weatherproof
Sevelite tabletop. Height adjustable: 57 - 74 cm, Dimensions: 100
x 68 cm, Material: steel, load capacity up to: 50 kg, Weight: 11 kg.
Article no. 651/021

6. Gas adapter set – contains everything you need to connect a
pressure regulator (G12, Germany) to gas cylinders commonly used
on the European market. Article no. 651/025
1

When buying 17" aluminium rims
in WEINSBERG design, you will
additionally receive high-quality
Falken all-season tyres that can
even be used in winter with ice
and snow.
• M+S / 3PMSF identification
• no more buying winter tyres
• no additional investments

4. Handcart with 10 cm wide profiled wheels and load capacity up to
75 kg. Dimensions: 131 x 60 x 98 cm, weight: 11.9 kg Article no. 51 011
5. Four mugs of high-quality Resylin. With anti-slip system Article
no. 651/024

2. Matt black front-polished
(235/60R17)

COZY HOME DEKOPAKET
– with COZY HOME you have
the deco choice
FOR EVERY
WEINSBERG

2
2

3

1

OPTIONAL
AVAILABLE

3
4
4

5

6

5
6

NEW

Package includes: 4 pillows with feather filling (2x 60x40 cm &
2x 40x40 cm), 2 blankets and a matching table runner.
1. MAGNOLIA 2. EARTH 3. AVOCADO 4. STONE 5. PEACH 6. AQUA

All information and prices can be found at www.frankanafreiko.de
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All around your holiday

NEW

MEDIKIT VOUCHER:
Voucher for an exclusive
medication set
Your WEINSBERG CUV now also contains a voucher for a MediKit.
This contains various pharmacy-supplied medicines that may be
useful when travelling, including painkillers, anti-allergics or tablets
for diarrhoea. So you're always well taken care of.
*A voucher to redeem the medicine set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medicine set
contains medicines that must be purchased from a pharmacy. The voucher can therefore
only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop
At www.medikit.shop. you will also receive further information about your MediKit.

DEALER SEARCH
Dealers near you
We know: It is not easy to decide for "the one WEINSBERG"! Our dealer search helps you to find a trading
partner in your area. Visit your desired model directly on
site and get detailed advice.

CaraView

Ground plan finder

Family carriage or an adventure vehicle
for two? Find out which traveling companion
perfect for you fits in:
layoutfinder.weinsberg.com

CaraView

Configurator

Design your individual CUV. For which layout and
whichever equipment you decide on, make it your
personal dream vehicle under:
configurator.weinsberg.com
Find your dealer at: dealer.weinsberg.com

SO HEDGE THEREFORE, WHO JOIN FOREVER ...

Now rent
abroad as
well!
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Travel World

You would like to buy a leisure vehicle but
would like to test whether it really suits you?
Then our RENT AND TRAVEL service is just
right for you. Search comfortably online or
in the travel agency for your favourite layout.
Together with a Germany-wide network of
over 170 rental stations with over 1,900 rental vehicles and more than 380 partner travel
agencies, RENT AND TRAVEL supports you in

your decision for the right vehicle. You can also
profit from our large service portfolio, such as
route suggestions and numerous cooperations
with camping and parking sites. Enjoy the
practical holiday test!

URLAUB MIT DEM WOHNMOBIL

More than 1,900 rental vehicles are
available at over 170 rental stations.


Bookable online at
www.rentandtravel.de or via
our 380 partner travel agencies.

Discover all rental stations at www.rentandtravel.de

MANUEL LETTENBICHLER

@manuellettenbichler
It‘s so great to have a CUV where you can warm up and change between races but also have your bike safely stowed away. And you‘re also really nippy on the
road with the [OUTLAW] because it‘s got a good grip on the throttle (laughs).
I‘m really excited - that‘s exactly what the industry needs!

I used to travel in a DIY van, so the [OUTLAW]
is a whole nother world. Now, I do not only
have space, but also comfort. It‘s a small mobile apartment with a workshop, so to speak
- and that without weeks of self assembly or
any improvisations.

ROBERT SCHARL

@robertscharl

#teamWEINSBERG
As part of #teamweinsberg we were on the road
with the CaraTour in Germany, Austria, South Tyrol,
Italy and Slovenia and enjoyed every moment. We
are already looking forward to the next time.

ENRICO KÜHN

@enricokuehn

Become part of
the community.
kes
The #teamWEINSBERG ma
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experiences are impressive
Sharing is caring: What
are your discoveries when
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#teamWE
is welcome!

R08117024-EN

You can find our cara
vans
and motorhomes in ou
r separate
WEINSBERG catalogues
.

Visit us on Social
Media and in our
fanshop!

facebook.weinsberg.com

instagram.weinsberg.com

youtube.weinsberg.com

shop.weinsberg.com

The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time of printing (07/2020).
We reserve the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to
make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour
and texture deviations are also reserved - even after conclusion of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations
of up to approx. 2.0 dE between paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some illustrations show equipment
features which are not included in the serial equipment and/or which can be ordered at extra cost (optional extras), and in some cases also equipment features
of prototypes/studies/country variants which do not correspond to the serial status and which cannot be ordered as optional extras. Minor colour deviations
between the illustrations in the brochure and the actual vehicle cannot be completely excluded due to printing processTherefore, before purchasing a vehicle,
please seek comprehensive advice on the current status of the series from an authorised WEINSBERG dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part
of the equipment supplied. Bei den in unseren Katalogen enthaltenen Illustrationen mit Maßangaben handelt es sich lediglich um unverbindliche Beispiele.
Maßangaben sind lediglich Circa-Werte und dienen nur einer generellen Veranschaulichung, sie stellen keine zugesicherten Produkteigenschaften dar. Beachten
Sie auch die Hinweise in der aktuellen Preisliste, insbesondere zu Gewichten, Zuladungsmöglichkeiten und Toleranzen. Nachdruck, auch auszugsweise, nur mit
vorheriger schriftlicher Genehmigung der Knaus Tabbert GmbH erlaubt. Errors and misprints are reserved.

www.weinsberg.com

Knaus Tabbert GmbH

Helmut-Knaus-Str. 1
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